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Determining the effect of a changing climate on tree growth will ultimately depend on

our understanding of wood formation processes and how they can be affected by

environmental conditions. In this context, monitoring intra-annual radial growth with

high temporal resolution through point dendrometers has often been used. Another

widespread approach is the microcoring method to follow xylem and phloem formation at

the cellular level. Although both register the same biological process (secondary growth),

given the limitations of eachmethod, each delivers specific insights that can be combined

to obtain a better picture of the process as a whole. To explore the potential of visualizing

combined dendrometer and histological monitoring data and scrutinize intra-annual

growth data on both dimensions (dendrometer→ continuous; microcoring→ discrete),

we developed DevX (Dendrometer vs. Xylogenesis), a visualization application using the

“Shiny” package in the R programming language. The interactive visualization allows

the display of dendrometer curves and the overlay of commonly used growth model fits

(Gompertz andWeibull) as well as the calculation of wood phenology estimates based on

these fits (growth onset, growth cessation, and duration). Furthermore, the growth curves

have interactive points to show the corresponding histological section, where the amount

and development stage of the tissues at that particular time point can be observed. This

allows to see the agreement of dendrometer derived phenology and the development

status at the cellular level, and by this help disentangle shrinkage and swelling due to

water uptake from actual radial growth. We present a case study with monitoring data

for Acer pseudoplatanus L., Fagus sylvatica L., and Quercus robur L. trees growing

in a mixed stand in northeastern Germany. The presented application is an example

of the innovative and easy to access use of programming languages as basis for data

visualization, and can be further used as a learning tool in the topic of wood formation

and its ecology. Combining continuous dendrometer data with the discrete information

from histological-sections provides a tool to identify active periods of wood formation

from dendrometer series (calibrate) and explore monitoring datasets.
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INTRODUCTION

Forest growth monitoring has become an important field of
research, given that current climate prognoses indicate that there
will be regionally heterogeneous seasonal changes (IPCC et al.,
2014). Hence, intensive monitoring is performed at the tree and
stand level and more frequently an assembly of these datasets
is used to understand forest and tree growth under a changing
environment (Klos et al., 2009; Solberg et al., 2009; Pretzsch
et al., 2014). The most common approaches to study seasonal
tree growth dynamics and wood formation phenology include
the monitoring of stem-size variation (dendrometers), repeated
wounding of the cambium through the pinning technique (e.g.,
Gričar et al., 2007) and repeated cambium sampling through
microcores (e.g., Mäkinen et al., 2008; Drew and Downes,
2009; Prislan et al., 2013; Balzano et al., 2018). Among these
approaches, the use of point-dendrometers has been shown to
be an effective technique for recording intra-annual tree growth
variability and attempts have been made to link radial variations
to meteorological conditions by disentangling hydraulic stem-
diameter fluctuations and biomass increments (Deslauriers et al.,
2007; van der Maaten et al., 2013, 2018; Aldea et al., 2018).
Although the use of daily stem variation data seems to be
promising for understanding the ecology of radial growth
on a fine temporal scale, its use on determining (absolute)
wood formation phenology is limited, since changes in stem
water content can potentially mask signals from actual cellular
production (Cuny et al., 2015; Sass-Klaassen, 2015). This aspect
is highly relevant in dendrochronology, since wood (xylem)
formation phenology provides the key to interpret different
tree-ring parameters (e.g., Prislan et al., 2018; De Micco et al.,
2019) as the observed climate correlations can be the result
of complex interactions between environmental conditions and
physiological processes (e.g., Fritts, 1976; Čufar et al., 2008). It
is widely acknowledged that xylogenesis can only be accurately
determined through microscopic observations of the cambium
and currently formed wood in different phases of differentiation.
Since it occurs inside the tree stem, the pinning or microcore
techniques are often used to track the different phases of
wood formation.

Comparisons of intra-annual growth dynamics between high
resolution dendrometer readings and xylogenesis have proven
insightful to understand the temporal dynamics related to the
tree-ring formation process (Cocozza et al., 2016; Cardil et al.,
2018). The comparison of the two methods has been mostly
done between different trees growing in the same stand with
similar growth rates (Mäkinen et al., 2008; Camarero et al.,
2009; Linares et al., 2009; Chan et al., 2016; Cocozza et al.,
2016), while few studies have assessed dendrometer readings
and cambial activity of the same trees (Michelot et al., 2012;
Cuny et al., 2015; Ziaco and Biondi, 2016; Güney et al., 2017).
Although general growth patterns from a stand can be captured
while monitoring intra-annual stem dynamics with different
approaches on different trees, large individual variability has
been reported on monitoring data of broad-leaved trees in the
temperate Central European forests (Čufar et al., 2008, 2011;
Prislan et al., 2013; Martinez del Castillo et al., 2018). This

complicates a direct comparison of dendrometer data with
time series of cell production and development from repeated
microcoring, especially if the data is derived from different tree-
individuals. Adding to the relevance of xylogenesis studies for
dendroecology, it is noteworthy that during the last two decades,
wood anatomy and the intra-annual dynamics of wood formation
have become a relevant field of study given the uncertainty
of knowing how trees and forests will respond to climate
change (Prislan et al., 2013, 2016, 2019a; Gričar et al., 2015;
Martinez del Castillo et al., 2018). Related to this, software mostly
developed for the R programming environment (R Development
Core Team, 2018) that specializes on dendrometer data and
xylogenesis has been developed over time, focusing mostly on the
statistical assessment and visualization of time series (Rathgeber
et al., 2011, 2018; van der Maaten et al., 2016). Although the tools
for their specific assessment are available separately, combining
dendrometer measurements with wood anatomical approaches
has the potential to improve our mechanistic understanding
of xylem development and environmental conditions, which
in turn would help to physiologically explain climate-growth
relationships (Rathgeber et al., 2016). Thus, allowing the
exploration of individual trees’ phloem and xylem formation
behavior and their respective growth signals in dendrometer
records, the proposed visualization tool can contribute to
improve the parametrization of mechanistic models that deal
with larger-scale ecological phenomena. These include, for
instance, forest landscape models (FLM; Gustafson et al., 2016),
which model forest dynamics based on interacting processes
such as competition, growth, seed dispersal and disturbance.
Exploring phloem and xylem formation parameters based on
individual tree characteristics that could affect these processes
(e.g., species, tree social status, size, etc.) can enhance the
performance and interpretability of such models. Likewise, the
use of the simple visualization tool allows for the identification
of stem-water dynamics and possibly separate them from
periods of actual growth, by identifying active cell production
in dendrometer records. This can also facilitate the posterior
quantitative analysis of dendrometer records.

Xylem phenology is characterized by the cellular development
phases of cell division, cell enlargement, secondary wall
formation and maturation (lignification and apoptosis)
(Rathgeber et al., 2016). Phloem cell production is lower than
in the xylem and it is less responsive to variability in climate
(Prislan et al., 2013). Its cells can be roughly characterized in
early and late phloem, according to the formation time (Gričar
and Čufar, 2008; Prislan et al., 2019b). These processes are linked
to irreversible stem enlargement, however since dendrometer
readings also integrate reversible stem hydraulic dynamics, these
are known to deliver rough estimates of cambial activity and less
reliable critical dates like onset and cessation of growth (de Vries
et al., 2003; Deslauriers et al., 2007; Solberg et al., 2009; van der
Maaten et al., 2018). Therefore, a calibration and comparison
with anatomical sections of tissues including cambium and
forming wood of the same tree should be performed to securely
separate both processes from each other. This in turn can make
monitoring data more relevant in understanding carbon and
biomass deposition dynamics in forests, since cambial sampling
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and preparation of microscopic sections up to data production is
highly time and resource consuming (Rossi et al., 2006).

By generating methods and tools to accurately derive wood
formation phenology estimates from dendrometer data (for
example estimates based on growth model fittings) we can
be a step closer to include the variability related to wood
formation in climate-growth relationships and ultimately for
species distribution models which use climate variables to
constrain species ranges. For the purpose of characterizing
seasonal wood growth data, the Gompertz function has been
the standard use sigmoid curve, since a re-parametrized version
of it can be biologically interpreted (Zwietering et al., 1990;
Rossi et al., 2003). Although usually yielding high goodness of
fit model values, several other sigmoid models can be ultimately
used to describe the wood formation process, such as theWeibull
function (van der Maaten et al., 2018) and ad-hoc models
with biological interpretability (McMahon and Parker, 2015).
However, only few studies have compared different models to
estimate critical dates (e.g., Korpela et al., 2010). Although the
main application of model fitting to tree growth curves is the
standardization of data for the investigation of weather forcing
of stem-radius variation, oftentimes assumptions on the wood
formation process are performed with model fits. This outlines
the need to assess which methods yield best estimates of critical
dates for xylogenesis.

A potential application of combined dendrometer records
and xylogenesis imagery is to determine, according to the
observed tree species and its ecology, which dendrometer
methods are more accurate for the permanent monitoring of
tree-growth. Microcoring being time and effort intensive, can
be applied for a short term only for the determination of best
indicators of phenological phases, thus in a sense allowing for
the calibration of dendrometer measurements. In this article
we present DevX, a software implementation for an interactive
visualization of dendrometer stem radial variations cumulative
curves and xylogenesis samples (microcore thin-sections)
using the widespread statistical programming environment R
(R Development Core Team, 2018). With these interactive
visualizations, ecologists, foresters, dendrochronologists, and
wood anatomists can inspect how well-modeled dendrometer
data and its derived estimates of phenological events fit with
actual wood formation imagery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Case Study Site
The case study data used for the deployment of the application
was obtained from a permanent forest monitoring plot located in
the silviculturally managed area of Eldena, a temperate broadleaf
lowland forest in northeast Germany (Coordinates 54◦04′39.2′′N,
13◦28′31.6′′E) and part of the LTER-D (German Long Term
Ecological Research) network. The area is situated in a morainic
landscape, having hydromorphic and stagnic soil types (Buczko
et al., 2017). The region has a temperate humid climate withmean
annual temperature of 8.1◦C and annual precipitation of 562mm
(Harris et al., 2014; 1901–2017 mean). In the beginning of 2016,
three European beech (Fagus sylvatica), three pedunculate oak

(Quercus robur), and two sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus)
trees were selected and point-dendrometers (Type DR, Ecomatik,
Munich, Germany) installed at the trunk. Before mounting, the
dead outer bark was removed from oaks andmaples to ensure low
influence of its changes on measurements. The investigated trees
are all dominant or co-dominant, and represent the three most
abundant tree species present in the plot. Beech trees located
in this stand have an average height of 22.4m (± 9.5) and a
DBH of 32.5 cm (± 25.7), sycamore maples with 23.2m (± 7.89)
average height and 32.4 cm (± 16.6) mean DBH. Pedunculate
oaks, less abundant in this plot than beech and sycamore maple,
are characterized by an average height of 33.0m (± 2.36) and a
DBH of 61.5 cm (± 14.0). A detailedmap with the spatial location
of the monitored trees can be found in Figure 1. The available
tree-ring data for the monitored trees indicate that sycamore
maples and oaks have a cambial age between 131 and 133 years
and beech trees in average 191 years.

Dendrometer Readings and Microcore
Sampling
Stem radial variations were monitored with temporal resolution
of 1min using point dendrometers of the Radius type
(Ecomatik, Munich, Germany) installed at 3m height on
the northward side of the trunk, and connected to CR1000
dataloggers (Campbell Scientific Ltd., Logan, USA) using a “Full-
Bridge” configuration. The final resolution and accuracy of the
datalogger-dendrometer setup was, therefore, 0.2 and 1.5µm,
respectively. Furthermore, two microcores with a diameter of
2 and 15mm length were obtained every sampling date at
breast height from each tree equipped with a point-dendrometer
during the growing season of 2016. Sample collection was
performed from mid March to June on a weekly basis,
and biweekly thereafter until November. A Trephor tool was
used to extract the microcores following a spiral pattern on
the tree stem, with a minimum distance of 5 cm between
sampling points to avoid collection of wound tissue (Rossi
et al., 2006). After collection, microcores were placed in
80% ethanol for transportation and immediately embedded
in PEG after arriving to the laboratory (Polyethilenglycol-
−2000, Carl Roth GmbH&Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany).
For the embedding procedure, PEG was warmed to 60◦C
to become fluid and placed in metal containers where a
small amount was poured on. When this small layer of PEG
solidified, the microcore was placed on it with the radial
plane parallel to the ground, afterwards the plates were filled
with liquid PEG and left to solidify. Thin-sections with a
thickness of 8µm were cut with a rotary microtome (Leica
RM 2245, Wetzlar, Germany). The sections were stained using
a safranin/astra-blue solution (Gärtner and Schweingruber,
2013) and mounted in Euparal (Carl Roth GmbH&Co. KG,
Karlsruhe, Germany). Photographs were taken with a light
microscope (Leica DM 2500, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with
a camera (Leica DFC450C, Wetzlar, Germany) and further
annotations were made on the digital files using a standard
graphics editor (Inkscape 0.92, Inkscape Project). On the
slides, the following tissues were identified: cambium (CC),
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FIGURE 1 | General overview of long term monitoring plot and location of trees from the presented case study, where tree name abbreviations correspond to the

species (Beech = FSY, Oak = QRO, Maple = APS) and letters to individual trees. The inset represents the location of the stand within the whole forest surface (A)

(OpenStreetMap Contributors, 2017). The pre-loaded data in DevX contains monitoring data (dendrometer series and histological images) from these individuals.

Monthly average precipitation sums (gray bars) and temperature (blue line) of the site during the period 1901–2017 (B), taken from CRU-TS 4.02 Dataset. Overview of

location of case study site (C).

differentiating cells in the phases of enlargement (E), cell wall-
deposition and lignification (W) and fully mature (M) cells
(e.g., Prislan et al., 2009; Martinez del Castillo et al., 2018).

Curve Fitting Methods (Weibull, Gompertz)
The commonly used Gompertz (Equation 1) and Weibull
(Equation 2) functions were fitted to the dendrometer data series.
As a first step, dendrometer series were standardized relative to
the total radial increment of the length of the series (Min-Max
standardization). This step was undertaken to ease subsequent
model fitting procedures. Sigmoid Gompertz (1) andWeibull (2)
functions were fitted using the R “stats” package. These functions
have been widely used in dendrometer and xylogenesis studies
(e.g., Deslauriers et al., 2003; van der Maaten et al., 2018).

Their formulas are defined as

y = A ∗ exp

[

−exp

(

µ ∗ exp (1)

A
(λ − t) + 1

) ]

(1)

and

y = 1− exp

(

−

(

t

T

)m )

(2)

where y is stem-radius variation, t is time in 30min intervals,
A is the asymptote of the curve, µ is the largest slope, λ as lag-
phase (prior to growth begin), T as a scale parameter (point
in time where 63% of total cumulative growth is achieved) and
m is a shape parameter. The shown Gompertz formula is a re-
parametrization which makes its terms biologically meaningful
(Zwietering et al., 1990).

Deriving Phenological Phases
Growth phenology was calculated based on the fitted sigmoid
models. Based on the Gompertz and Weibull model fits as well
as the raw dendrometer measurements the points in time where
5 and 95% of the total radial increment were identified and set
as growth onset and growth cessation, respectively. In the case of
raw data, the first point in time where 5 or 95% of growth was
achieved was used to estimate onset and cessation of growth for
comparison with fitted curves. Growth duration was calculated
as the number of calendar days between these estimates.

Interactive Data Analysis (DevX)
To visualize wood development from the obtained microcore
digital images together with dendrometer cumulative radial
displacement curves, an interactive graph deployed as a web
application, called DevX, was developed using the “Shiny” and
“shinydashboard” packages for the R statistical programming
language (Chang and Borges-Ribeiro, 2018; Chang et al., 2018).
Upon starting the visualization, the initial page (“Data selection,”
left menu) indicates how to upload user generated data by on-
screen instructions. The instructions are simple to follow and in
general make two requirements to launch the interactive graph:
(a) dendrometer records in a CSV (“Comma-separated values”)
file with three columns (“tree,” “dendrometer,” and “time”) which
indicate the individual tree identity, the stem-radial cumulative
curves and the timestamp value, respectively and (b) digital
images of histological sections in PNG format whose file name
should contain the identity of the corresponding individual
(matching the “tree” column of the CSV file) and the date of
sampling (in day, month, and year format—“DDMMYYY”).
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FIGURE 2 | Graphical instructions on how to upload user data. After completing the outlined steps, the “Dendro/Thin-section Viewer” page will load showing the

dendrometer curve and available xylogenesis images.

In the current DevX version, the species name should be encoded
in the first three letters of an individual tree identity (as in the
case study data). For the timestamp value in the CSV file, a
string that can be converted to “POSIXct” class (usually a string
indicating the date followed by time in hours, minutes, and
seconds) is expected. Furthermore, the user has the option to
upload annotated images, in case they are available. If annotated
images will be uploaded, their file names have to exactly match
non-annotated images. Examples of valid data are shown in the
software itself and instructions on how to upload user data is
presented in Figure 2.

To start the visualization, the user either has to upload
the required data, or explore the software with the pre-loaded
case study data. If the user wishes to upload data, this has
to be performed first and afterwards the corresponding button
should be clicked. By pressing the corresponding button in
the “Load user data” box, the program launches the option
“Dendro/Thinsection Viewer,” where it is possible to click on
the available microcore sampling dates of each tree, which
displays an image of the obtained wood sample. The dendrometer
data of the case study is comprised of cumulative values of
radial displacement measurements taken every 30min, while

the microcores were sampled every week or biweekly at the
same weekdays. For this reason points representing microcore
sampling dates/images are represented in a daily scale on
the x-axis.

A secondary panel named “Phenology Comparison” is
included. In this option a faceted scatter plot with phenology
estimates per tree, grouped by species (encoded in the first three
letters of individual tree identities), is displayed. Growth onset
and cessation were expressed as dates in day of year format
(DOY) and length as amount of days. A control option was
included to choose the curve from which the derived wood
phenology phases originated. Also, a control panel is included
that allows for (a) choosing a tree record to display and the date
range within the available data and (b) the option to choose the
phenology dates (growth onset and cessation) as derived from
the fitted sigmoid models or raw curve and to choose which
model fits (Weibull or Gompertz) to show, as well as the option
to display the thin-section image with or without annotations
on their features, in case these were uploaded (available for the
pre-loaded data). For the manipulation and preparation of the
dendrometer data and microcore image date and identification,
the packages, “readr,” “broom,” “ggplot2,” “dplyr,” and “lubridate”
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FIGURE 3 | Derived phenology estimates from dendrometer data for three main broadleaved tree species of central Europe and treated in the presented case study.

The lines represent the growth period of the monitored trees according to the estimated dates by the fitted models (and also by the raw-unfitted dendrometer

measurements for comparison). The color of the lines indicate the species and the line type the model fitting used to derive phenological phases.

were used (Grolemund and Wickham, 2011; Wickham, 2016;
Wickham et al., 2017a,b; Robinson and Hayes, 2018). The
software and its code are available upon request as well as directly
on the online deployed application under “Source Code” at the
left panel (“https://rcruzgarcia-dendro.shinyapps.io/DevX”).

RESULTS

Comparison of Derived Phenology for
Different Methods
After fitting the Weibull and Gompertz curves to the raw
standardized dendrometer curves, wood phenology estimations
were obtained for each tree and averages as well as deviations
from the mean. Growth begin, growth cessation and growth
duration were obtained based on fitted Weibull and Gompertz
curves and also from the raw curves for comparison. In general,
theWeibull model consistently yielded smaller values (i.e., earlier
dates) than those obtained from the Gompertz model, in average
for all trees. The derived phenology dates based on raw data
consistently showed earlier growth begins, considerably later
growth cessation dates and consequently longer growth duration
and were similar for the three species analyzed. Although
the sample size is low, it is evident that the unfitted (raw)
dendrometer cumulative measurements do not supply realistic
results, since a previous study performed in the same study area
found that growth phenology is highly species specific, which the
raw data estimates failed to capture (van der Maaten et al., 2018).
When considering Weibull and Gompertz phenology estimates,
beech averages generally suggest shorter growth duration and
an earlier finish than sycamore maple. The latter showed the
latest growth begin of the three observed species. Oak on the

other hand exhibited the earliest growth begin and latest growth
cessation and consequently also presented the longest growth
duration (Figure 3).

Based on the stem radial variation data obtained from
dendrometer records, the stem increment in 2016 was the highest
for the monitored oaks (QROA = 2.0mm, QROB = 4.27mm,
QROC= 1.27mm). The beech individuals showed homogeneous
increment levels (FSYA = 0.64mm, FSYB = 0.73mm, FSYC
= 0.84mm) whereas the two monitored sycamore maples
showed contrasting stem increments (APSA= 0.40mm, APSB=

1.89mm). See Supplementary Figure S1 for an overview of the
before mentioned raw stem increment curves.

Phenology Estimates and Wood Formation
on the Cellular Level
To show the functionality of the application, for each species
one tree was used to offer a qualitative comparison of
the synchronism of phenology estimations and thin-section
evidence. Here only the beech example is presented below and
in Figure 4, see Supplementary Figures S2, S3 for a similar
assessment of oak and sycamore maple data. The Weibull
and Gompertz estimates of wood formation onset, cessation,
and duration were compared with wood formation images. To
descriptively assess the histological images the following criteria
were followed: (1) the onset of growth can be defined based
on observing the first xylem cells produced by the cambium
(C), which were in the phase of enlargement (E) and contained
primary cell wall; (2) The end of growth can be defined as the
stage where no newly produced E cells are observed, while the
wood of the currently formed growth ring might contain cells in
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FIGURE 4 | DevX image composition for the beech example. In the top diagram, the normalized (scaled to min-max values) cumulative growth curve for beech

specimen “B” in 2016 is shown. The vertical lines depict the growth onset and cessation estimates according to Weibull (solid) and Gompertz (dashed) model fits.

Below, the micro-core images relevant to the estimates are shown. Each red dot represents an available micro-core image, which can be displayed by simply clicking

on the respective dot. On the lower histological images, the cambium (C) is depicted by a black bar, wood of the current growth ring with cells in the phase of

extension and cell wall deposition and lignification (E and W) by a white bar and fully mature (M) cells by a red bar. All Scale bars 100 micrometers (except otherwise

stated on the image).

the phase of cell wall deposition and lignification (W) and fully
mature (M) cells.

For Beech individual “B” a histological section from the 29th
of April 2016 fell between both the Gompertz and Weibull
estimates of growth begin (Figure 4, note that this illustration
is a composition of images contained in the online version of
DevX and the same is valid for the figures in this section). The
histological section showed a cambium zone ca. 8 cells wide
and no newly produced cells in phase E. The onset of growth
as estimated by Gompertz (Figure 4) is therefore closer to the
true onset of cambial production than the Weibull estimation.
The sample taken on the 13th of May showed the current tree-
ring with xylem cells in phases E and W, and the slide taken on
the 3rd of June presented cells in all phases of differentiation (E
andW), including some mature cells (M). The thin-section taken
on the 24th of June, close to the asymptote phase of the growth
curve, showed that wood production ceased and the last formed
cells were in phases W and M. This agreed with the estimation of
growth cessation by the Gompertz model fit.

Additionally, a simple assessment on the identification of the
main period of growth in dendrometer data was performed for
sycamore maple individual “A.” An inspection of the available
histological sections indicates that cambium activation was not
reached by the 3rd of June 2016, although the dendrometer series
indicates an upward change in slope. This upward trend (marked
with the left blue bar on Figure 5) might be related to stem-radial
variations caused by re-hydration before the active growth period
commences. On the other end, the histological section from
the 1st of September showed a fully mature tree-ring. In the

showcased example, we adjusted the length of the dendrometer
curve (by adjusting the “Choose a date range” box) to display
the dendrometer series segment where active cellular growth
is occurring.

Interactive Application
The resulting application written in R can be accessed at
“https://rcruzgarcia-dendro.shinyapps.io/DevX/.” In the online
repository (“Source Code” left menu in previous link) all files and
scripts required to run the code locally in R can be found. The
files can be freely downloaded as a bundle or individually. To start
the application the file “DevX.R” should be run in an interactive
R session. If the user has more than 40 images to combine with
dendrometer data, it is recommended to run the program locally.
The software is pre-loaded with the presented case study data of
monitored trees in northeastern Germany, as well as available
microcore thin-section images. The user can follow the simple
instructions on screen (also described in section Material and
Methods) to either upload data or use the pre-loaded case study
data to explore the visualization method. The online deployed
program is available to anyone with Internet access and standard
up-to-date browsers (Chrome, Safari, Mozilla Firefox, etc.). An
overview of the application can be found in following Figure 6.

DISCUSSION

With the development of DevX, we demonstrated that the
methodology used to characterize the general patterns of intra-
annual stem-radius variations can lead to different results
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FIGURE 5 | DevX image composition displaying how to find the period of active growth in dendrometer series. In the top diagram, the identified microcore images

indicate that the period in between contains the active growth signal in the dendrometer curve. The periods marked with a blue bar, when considering the xylogenesis

stage at that point in time, can be attributed to signals regarding other factors affecting stem dynamics.

regarding the definition of critical dates for wood formation.
Dendrometer data being more readily available, should be used
carefully when assumptions about wood formation processes are
made. The methodologies used to characterize sigmoid growth
curves for trees in temperate forests (with a clear unimodal
cambial activity pattern throughout the year) are useful to
observe general species-level patterns. Hence, to obtain precise
xylogenesis critical dates, the use of microscopic observations
of the cambium and currently produced wood, through
microcoring or a similar technique, should be considered.
Considering the lack of a clear synchronization of stem-radial
variations and cambial activity, species-specific calibrations of
dendrometer records with xylem development sampling should
be attempted, also as a prior step when analyzing weather forcing
on stem-radius variation. The application presented here offers
a method to easily do this, once dendrometer records and thin-
sections of repeated cambium sampling are available.

Dendrometer and Microcore Studies
Dendrometers are generally designed to register an increase in
tree diameter. Smaller daily or seasonal fluctuations are due to

general swelling and shrinking of tissues associated with water
balance and changes in the bark, i.e., production of phloem (e.g.,
Gričar and Čufar, 2008; Gričar et al., 2014, 2016) as well as
processes of tissue inflation, sclerification, collapse, and shedding
in older bark. The cambium is a bi-facial meristem which
produces wood and bark (phloem) tissues where the production
of the xylem is normally much higher than the production of
the phloem (Gričar et al., 2009; Prislan et al., 2011). As the
changes in dimensions due to water balance and processes in
the bark are minor, the measurements by dendrometers mainly
record wood production (e.g., King et al., 2013; Cuny et al., 2015).
Nonetheless, stem-radial variation changes in stem water content
(reversible changes) at the daily scale can be bigger than actual
cellular production (irreversible changes) (Deslauriers et al.,
2007), which can make the calculation of exact critical dates of
wood formation from dendrometer data uncertain. This has been
demonstrated in the case study loaded in DevX. Studies where
both approaches, dendrometer, and histological measurements
are combined are still scarce, mostly focusing on conifers in
temperate (Michelot et al., 2012; Cuny et al., 2015; Urban et al.,
2015), Mediterranean (Camarero et al., 2009; Linares et al.,
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FIGURE 6 | DevX overview. A screen shot of the currently deployed online version of the presented visualization tool. An overview of its functionality and options are

given in the section “Material and Methods—Interactive data visualization”.

2009; Vieira et al., 2014a,b; Pacheco et al., 2016; Güney et al.,
2017), and boreal forests (Chan et al., 2016) or mountain ranges
(Ziaco and Biondi, 2016). Some examples of the use of band
dendrometers and xylogenesis analysis in the tropics also exist
(Mendivelso et al., 2016). Even fewer studies compare microcore
samples and dendrometer records of the same tree (Michelot
et al., 2012; Cuny et al., 2015; Urban et al., 2015; Ziaco and Biondi,
2016; Güney et al., 2017). Comparisons of the methodological
approaches for detecting phenological phases on cumulative
stem-radius variations have been performed in several data
analysis methods by Korpela et al. (2010), although none of the
widespread sigmoid models were tested (i.e., Gompertz, Weibull,
and logistic functions). In their work, they concluded that the
application of cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts (Page, 1954) to
detect parameter changes in time-series was the most accurate
method to detect phenological phases in dendrometer records,
as compared to expert assessments (Korpela et al., 2010). The
applied CUSUM charts are a tool to effectively detect changes
in the mean of dendrometer series, however it does not detect
increments in mean related to water uptake or cell formation,
which can be overcome by inspecting cellular characteristics of
the cambium and differentiating wood at different time points
during the vegetation period. Without a mechanistic model of
stem-hydraulics and the xylogenesis process or just without
observations of thin-sections, it is almost impossible to tell
if an increase in dendrometer values is (unequivocally) due
to production of new cells or to water uptake. Additionally,
specialized software for the calculation of critical dates from
wood formation histological datasets exists, however the focus
lies on data analysis rather than visualization of different data

sources (Rathgeber et al., 2018). The use of a visualization tool,
like the one we present, could also aid in the parametrization
and development of hydraulic models that disentangle growth
and swelling-contraction of stem tissues. Through the use
of hydraulic models, Chan et al. (2016) performed a model
parametrization in which the contribution of stem hydraulics and
cell production to stem-radial variations in Scots pine in Finland
was quantified. Such studies could benefit from the use of the
presented application by qualitatively analyzing the model fits to
monitoring records.

When considering stem radial variation data, the possible
phenological phases that can be identified include growth
begin, growth period (amount of days) and growth cessation
(e.g., Rother et al., 2018; van der Maaten et al., 2018). Since
dendrometers record also water storage fluctuations, analysis
of weather forcing on intra-annual radial growth should be
performed on the period of time where the cambium is
actively forming phloem and xylem (Deslauriers et al., 2007). In
fact, stem variation in slow growing tree species in temperate
and boreal forests can show larger variability due to water
budget of the stem (e.g., re-hydration in spring, freezing, and
thawing in winter) than actual increments due to cellular
growth (Deslauriers et al., 2007). The advantage of using
dendrometers for this purpose is the relatively easiness with
which they can be installed and its already widespread use in
permanent forest monitoring plots, being the main disadvantage
that it remains challenging to neatly extract growth signals
from them (Chan et al., 2016). To overcome this, it is almost
unavoidable to look inside the tree stem through cambial
sampling methods and define the timing of critical dates
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through histological analysis. Due to this, dendrometer series
can only possibly reflect phases of xylogenesis where cells
are dividing/enlarging.

Case Study—Xylem Phenology of Central
European Temperate Tree Species
Although the sample size in the case study is not large enough
to draw conclusions on the ecology of xylogenesis for the species
of the monitored trees, a short discussion on the obtained results,
and thus an example of the possible insights DevXmight provide,
is presented as follows.

The general pattern obtained by the derived phenology might
indicate a species-level life strategy adaptation in the timing
of growth. Regarding forest succession in Central European
lowland temperate forests, pedunculate oak is considered an
intermediate, sycamore maple an intermediate-late and beech
a late successional species (Leuschner and Ellenberg, 2017).
This can be is reflected in an early growth start, longer
duration and larger growth increments in our monitored
oaks. Beech, as a tree species with diffuse porous wood
anatomy, leaf out and wood production by the cambium
at the breast height occur approximately at the same time
(Čufar et al., 2008; Prislan et al., 2013). Growth duration
and growth cessation are rather similar for beech and
sycamore maple. It must be noted that to understand (wood)
phenological dynamics in temperate forests tree age and
stand structure should be considered, since productivity can
decrease with age (Ryan et al., 1997), competition stress
(Linares et al., 2009) and can be affected by species-level
leaf phenology (Cuny et al., 2012; Michelot et al., 2012).
All these factors, which could not be controlled in our case
study, can affect xylogenesis and radial growth rates and
would provide a wider picture of the general intra-annual
growth process.

Comparisons of dendrometer and histological wood
formation analysis specifically for temperate lowlands forest
tree species are scarce in general. Considering work performed
outside this area, most studies where both monitoring methods
are applied have found a delay in wood formation phenological
phases, when compared to dendrometer records (Mäkinen et al.,
2008; Michelot et al., 2012; Güney et al., 2017), which might
be partly ascribed to differentiation and production of phloem
(e.g., Gričar et al., 2009, 2016). Urban et al. (2015), although
not comparing growth curves of both monitoring approaches,
found that the growth begin in dendrometers coincided with
histological observations in a pure beech forest. In conifers,
according to Mäkinen et al. (2008), growth dynamics can
systematically lag more than a week behind for microcores
when compared to dendrometer records. They also found that
the 95% increment in dendrometer records was reached at
least one week later compared to the growth cessation date as
extracted from cell counting. For angiosperm seasonal wood
dynamics, Michelot et al. (2012) found a similar lag between
measurements for beech and oak in an oceanic-temperate
forest stand in France. A visual assessment of the influence
of phloem and xylem formation on the stem radial variation

dynamics could be performed through the use of the DevX
visualization method, which can improve the discussion on the
role of phloem formation, early wood vessel formation (e.g.,
in pedunculate Oak) and stem re-hydration dynamics. These
processes might leave a confounding imprint in dendrometer
records, which could be explored through thorough analysis of
xylem and phloem development imagery and intra-annual tree
growth curves.

Regarding the differences between the applicable sigmoid
functions, based on goodness of fit values and general
interpretability, the Gompertz, Weibull, and general logistic (not
shown in DevX) models can certainly almost equally be used
to characterize seasonal growth patterns of tree ring formation
in temperate environments (Pödör et al., 2014). For our case
study, the Gompertz derived phenology consistently delivered
estimates closer to the histological evidence. DevX can be used
to explore which fitting function delivers more accurate critical
date estimates, considering a sufficient sized sample.

Use of the Application in an Educational
Context
The presented application DevX might be also interesting for
educational purposes, particularly in curricula that are dealing
with topics such as wood anatomy, wood formation, sylviculture,
forest monitoring, plant physiology, tree productivity, and
wood quality. Its interactive display in the basic first version
(presented in this article) can be used to explore the temporal
dynamics of wood formation in angiosperms with a marked
seasonal growth. It could be used to comprehend stem-
hydration, plant histology and wood phenology dynamics,
as well as to statistically characterize intra-annual tree
growth data.

Limitations
The main limitation for the extended use of this tool is obtaining
the required data. Unfortunately, microcoring of cambial tissue
has a limited potential in long-term forest monitoring, due to the
large variability in wood phenology between years (Martinez del
Castillo et al., 2016; Prislan et al., 2019a) and the time-consuming
laboratory work involved in the preparation of histological
sections. Nevertheless, the combination of these data could allow
for a more efficient use of high precision dendrometer records,
which are widespread employed. A calibration of dendrometer
readings with xylogenesis analysis for at least one growing season
can help to derive more realistic estimates to study variability
in the wood formation process over time, without the need for
repeated intruding sampling and extenuating laboratory work.

CONCLUSION

The improvement and development of methodologies and
statistical approaches to disentangle the processes within
dendrometer series will lead to a more efficient use of data
that is already available for a large number of monitoring
plots throughout forests in the world. Dendrometer data can
help to understand the influence of climate and weather on
growth processes and with caution, also offer insights on
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growth phenology. If growth dynamics are neatly extracted from
intra-annual dendrometer records and calibrated by xylogenesis
data, it will also be possible to use this information to make
predictions on the impact a changing climate can have on
timing and duration of wood formation, and thus enhance
the use of such data not only for theoretical discussions
but also for practical applications. Furthermore, its use as
a simple visual inspection tool can potentially be an aid
during the development of next generation vegetation models
which include input from single individuals, allowing for finer
parametrization of individual tree growth rates and phenology of
secondary growth. The software we present in this publication
can be used toward these goals by scrutinizing the signals
that dendrometer data contain, as well as the assumptions
we base on them, by comparing perspectives of the same
process (with histological sections) and thus enhancing their
individual value. Furthermore, DevX has the potential to serve
for educational purposes in forestry and biology curricula,
by creating a simple visual representation of a complex
biological process.
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